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HTP Ulcinjska rivijera

Address: Velika plaza BB
City: Ulcinj
ZIP code: 85360
Country Montenegro
Phone +382 30 455 059
ulrivijera@t-com.me 

No of rooms 

132
No of halls 

5
NAJVEĆA SALA 

600
Surrounding
Sea side

Facilities
WiFi
Restaurant
Covered game courts
Opened game courts

About us
The hotel corporation Ulcinjska rivijera, which manage hotels Bellevue and the 
Olympic on the Long Beach and naturist resort Ada Bojana, for more than 40 years is 
the leader of tourism in Ulcinj. Every of these hotel complexes is located near the 
coast in a beautiful Mediterranean surroundings. Guests have the opportunity to enjoy 
in a high quality service, rich cuisine and nightlife.

Accommodation
Olympic Hotel has 252 beds or 132 rooms- 24 single rooms, 76 double rooms, 22 triple 
rooms and 10 rooms with double beds. Hotel Bellevue has 702 beds.

Conference capacities
Hotel Olympic has a conference hall with 100 seats, which is suitable for business 
meetings, conferences, seminars, etc.. Hotel's restaurant can accommodate up to 100 
people and includes a terrace with 50 seats. Cocktail, parties, celebrations and other 
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SHAPE
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SHAPE CLASSROOM BOARDROOM SQUARE THEATER CABARET BANQUET COCKTAIL TOTAL 

m2 W x L x H

Conference room 
Olympic 40 - - - - - - - 130 180 18 x 10 x 5

Restaurant Olympic - - 120 - - 140 - - 160 150 15 x 10 x 5

Restaurant Bellevue - - 600 - - 600 - - 1500 2000 65 x 35 x 8

Fish village Bellevue - - - - - 100 - - - 225 15 x 15 x 2.5

Disco Bellevue - - - - - - - - 600 1000 50 x 20 x 4.5

* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

festivities can be organized in restaurant. All conference facilities are air-conditioned.

Hotel Bellevue has a restaurant area of 5 300 m2. On the first floor of the restaurant 
there is a space with capacity of 600 people and is suitable for organizing seminars, 
lectures and various celebrations.

Additional facilities
Fitness, sauna

Technical equipment
Projector
Projection canvas
DVD/CD player
Sound System

Location
The southernmost Montenegrin town presents a perfect junction of the East and the 
West, the modern and the historical, whereas the natural mosaic of Ulcinj with its 
variety which can enchant everyone, consists of the Adriatic Sea, the River Bojana, 
Lake Shas, the hundred-year-old olive trees in the Valdanos Bay, the heavenly island 
Ada and the exuberant vegetation. Ulcinj is one of the most attractive destinations in 
Montenegro, and the Hotel Corporation Ulcinjska rivijera is the right address for your 
vacation, recreation and events.

GPS coordinates



19.245165 (Dužine / Longitude)

41.911595 (Širine / Latitude)


